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Dialogue
Volume 45 Issue 3

EDITOR'S NOTE:

MARCH 2013

With the release of this issue, Dialogue is showcasing the efforts of our new team members. In this transition we have found it difficult to balance our many commitments with the
work we love, but we have found value in the ways it challenges us. In a couple of months, we
will conclude another time of growth and our worlds will shift in unforeseeable ways.
Some of us will fly off to places we have never seen, allowing whole and new cultures
to envelop us in perspectives with enlightening rifts and nuances. The travelers among us will
return a different set of individuals. Time and experience will bring change.
Others will renounce our Michigander identities for a culture more familia1; noticing
shifts in the places of our pasts. We will see these changes in loved ones and acquaintances, old
homes and artifacts, park landscapes and main streets. ,tVhether troubled or revitalized by this
time away, these returners will see more sensitively for it.
Still others of us plan to find revitalization not in leaving, but in inhabiting differently
our present homes. As our surrounding culture rebuilds habits, routines, and relationships, so it
shifts the patterns of thought that once informed them. Different jobs, books, and experiences
will take part in making this present life new again.
To many of us, the end of this year will symbolize the end of a greater sojourn. Our
graduation will come and go with a mourning anticipation. For us the newness may not be as
simple, for treasured friendships and daily customs will be lost in change.
Are we ready?
The better question, I would say, is do we need to be? So often these moments of fear
and anticipation abbreviate our opportunity. Here we are in one of the most crucial growing
periods we may ever experience, and the coming changes are hard to ignore.
It is truly difficult to invest in the growth and relationships put before us now, but here
is where we must find courage. It takes courage to look closely at our lives, to become observers
of the internal and external factors that make our perspectives unique and to ask questions.
With courage we accept our place here, between identities, and practice being the
people we need to be for those around us. That means acting with courage, investing in the
present, and continuing to become the selves we are waiting to transform.
Will you join us?

~ Heather Tills, Editor-in-Chief
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UAV
JOEL SUL THUIS

From across eighteen longitudes
You kill.
You delete people
Like pixels,
As if human beings are
Misspelled wurdz,
Or x-tra lettturss or punk-too-ay-shuns;;;
As if human beings are merely

typos.

AWKWARD HUGS
TAYLOR MAXFIELD

Fear not the awkward.
Hug me friend, without ceasing!
Soon I will be gone.
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INTEGRATION
JOSH DELACY

The derivative of life
is God
is r/ dx
But our realities lie in the integration of
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So for best results-a line of best fit
on a plane we can see
perhaps life is more like

2 family (x) friends( x) job( x) hobbies( x)
31 ° 13' 49" N, 121 ° 28' 25" W

Or do you need to integrate
from birth to :::::75.6 or :::::80.8
to account for the insights
that come with age?

e'" dx is a limit, really,
as 10 13 - 14 cells and
2 3 chromosome pairs and
20,000-25,000 protein coders
approach love.
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UNTITLED
JUSTIN MAJETICH

I eat the world like a dry-mouthed child, lips
packed with chicken cud. Fried, marinated,
lemon-peppered like sun in pond water.
As my tongue makes shapes in the sand, the bronze
councilmen stand abreast watching and they
are angry? I whisper, "I am not here
and I do not understand your silver
consternation" but looking up there is
only desert and sky and my brother
pulverising bullfrogs with a stone globe.
It is neither precious nor pumice but
petoskey from the shores. I know because
I am the one who carried it here, long
ago, when the earth was new and seething.

UNTITLED
JUSTIN MAJETICH

My room lights up like the belly of a paper lantern.
Yellow penetration hangs me to bloom
in any roomsized speck of sky. Only
there is no flame in my temple but all that is not,
like the hollow of the sun:
release my sleep into the burning
of worlds, now I become Spirit
and Labia, a paper swan in a diode.
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ON CRITICISM
JOSH DELACY

We live in a culture of criticism.
If a movie review does not include at least one downside, we can't trust it- it's
biased and superficial. If a student agrees with a political theorist completely, he or she
lacks independent thought.
To be taken seriously, to show that we have gone beyond superficiality and really
engaged with a text, to give credibility to our opinions on a subject, we must find fault.
We must find some room for improvement, identify some error or limitation.
We must show that no essay or movie, idea or food, institution or theory is perfect. Everything is limited, and our culture of criticism demands that we find those limits and broadcast them. If a book is persuasive, study its support; if it is well supported,
examine its multiculturalism; if it is multicultural, scrutinize it for offensiveness. If it is
inoffensive, look harder.

R[!jection) Rrjection
As generic individuals, we like to criticize. Post on an online message board with
a "they're" instead of a "there" and people will comment. They will identify your error
and, most likely, employ some choice ad hominem attacks based upon it. Type a radical
opinion somewhere on the Internet, and people will rush to attack it. Post an insightful,
helpful comment, on the other hand, and most will ignore it. There will be a few "good
point- this really made me think"s, but your post will otherwise stand alone.
Sometimes we reject simply in order to even the scales. Shunning popular bands
and brands, treating success as "selling out," seeing mainstream as cliche. Actual value
is a secondary concern. We even oppose those who do not join us in our criticisms. Gary
Schmidt extended literary grace to an abusive father in Okay for Now, and some critics
disparaged him for it. "Wish fulfillment," they wrote. "Unbelievable." They did not accept the forgiveness and reform that Schmidt extended to his character.
Charity is not as satisfying, it would seem, as spotlighting flaws.

Dirty Politics
If they want to succeed on a national level, politicians have to sling mud. Attack ads, despite our complaints, work. They attach negative connotations and poison
voters' perceptions. Although we, the recipients of such messages, might consciously
reject those associations, our unconscious mind works differently. A study published
in the Journal ef Applied Social Psychology reveals that "negative messages serve mainly as
peripheral cues." They affect us subtly, and they do it whether we like it or not.
The study also shows that although strong positive ads were the most effective
at influencing voters, negative ads-both strong and weak-were not far behind. The
loser: weak positive ads. If a candidate's advertising team can concoct thirty brilliant
seconds of promotion, they should certainly do so. But if they want to play it safe and
shoot for an easy impact, negative ads are the way to go. Most campaigns play it safe.
The overwhelming majority plays it safe.
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There is more than theory behind the effectiveness of negative ads. Jefferson
and Adams started America's presidential mudslinging, and to date, every U.S. president since has attacked his opponents. Many of the most memorable campaign ads,
includingJohnson's emotional "Daisy," Swift Boat's examination of Kerry's war record,
and Bush's fear-inspiring "Willie Horton" ad were aggressive. Negative ads work. But
every election season, voters complain about them.

Aggressively Calvinistic
Here at Calvin College, we know about total depravity and sin nature. We know
that ever since the Fall, when Adam and Eve ate the wrong fruit and messed everything
up, humans have been cursed with imperfection. A Calvin bumper sticker could be:
Humility is more than a virtu~ifs a lifestyle. Professors and career counselors have recognized that, although their students have sturdy resumes, impressive cover letters, and
glowing recommendations, they often disappoint during interviews. Why? Because we
don't like to brag. We are terrified of pride and unapologetic self-praise.
This phenomenon, although by no means exclusively Calvinist, is still uncommon in broader society. Most people do not refrain from giving a full-fledged endorsement of themselves in a job interview, and many go the other way and oversell themselves, claiming mythical qualities and accomplishments. However, when discussing
anything other than ourselves, our culture is aggressively Calvinistic. We remind everyone that they are fallen; we make it our duty to show that all stories and proposals are
in need of grace.

The Little Schisms
Churches sometimes get the worst of it. If a church uses an organ, it's too traditional, too out of touch with the current generation. But if that same church has a
drum set at next week's worship service, it is too contemporary and too concerned with
courting secular culture. A Louisiana church almost separated while deciding whether
to paint its roof red or green. In Dallas, Texas, a different church split so tumultuously
that it climaxed in a legal case at the State Supreme Court. The cause of the controversy: at a church dinner, one elder received a smaller portion than the young person
beside him.
Are these issues really this problematic? Is it worthwhile to notice them, let alone
mention them, let alone fight over them? Certainly, some of the stubbornness stems
from loyalty, from the respectable desire to make church and Christians as Christ-like
as they can be. But perhaps it is more faithful to permit the problems. I am accustomed
to the order of problem-confrontation-resolution-forgiveness. But in some cases- in
many cases- problem-forgiveness might have more potential for growth. Instead of
investing effort into repealing and correction minor vice, we can invest effort into new
virtue. Focusing on preventing and repairing flaws can produce a safe, proper church,
but it will also produce a church that has little energy left for social justice or evangelism
or other works of love.
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Fanboys
I recently read Audrey Niffenegger's The Time Traveler)s Wije, and I loved it. It
mesmerized me for three days- only eating, hygiene, and absolutely essential social
interactions interrupted the trance. The characters were believable and well developed,
and I cried when a very sad thing happened which I will refrain from spoiling. The
prose was rich and engaging; the concept, which ran the risk of triteness and sentimentality, was fresh. It easily earned a spot in my mental list of top-five books, and I set it as
a goal for the quality of my own writing.
Did that convince you? Are you persuaded to rush out and buy a copy, borrow
it from a friend, or at least make a note in your expansive "books to read before I die"
list? Or did my recommendation miss the "however"? We are trained to demand a presentation of faults to balance out praise, to prove that a reviewer is more than a gushing,
ignorant fanboy.

Kids and Dogs
Training a bird dog, raising kids, and teaching English 101, if done well, are all
similar in their reliance on positive reinforcement. You encourage your students, your
English Pointer, your six-year old. When Timmy draws a crappy picture of a dinosaur,
you tell him how much you love it, and you mean it. You see in those scribbles and
clashing colors his creativity and joy and developing talent. When your dog Max finds
a bird and holds a point-holds it-holds it until he gets too excited and rushes in, just
before you can flush it yourself, you praise him and scratch his head and pat his side
anyway-after you've shot, of course. You focus on the good and praise those qualities,
and through encouragement, Timmy and Max get better.
Sure, you could point out that the T-Rex's tail is twice as big as its body, or you
could scold Max for breaking point too early, but those comments will stick, and your
praise will be overpowered by your criticism. Timmy might pick action figures over
colored pencils the next time he is bored; Max will not like hunting as much. These are
not inherent problems in themselves, but they are consequences of criticism. Is the loss
of joy worth the correction? If so- and I believe sometimes the answer is definitely
"yes"- then criticize away. If Timmy steals Sally's crayons or Max eats the bird, correction and discipline are essential. But if you want to encourage budding success and
inspire improvement, educators and dog trainers would say to stick with positive reinforcement.
Stuffing
Every Thanksgiving, my family gathers at my aunt and uncle's house. My aunt
prepares turkey, stuffing, cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes, sweet potatoes, and rolls.
For dessert: pumpkin pie and apple pie, a range of ice creams, homemade pilgrim hat
cookies. However, I do not like the stuffing. I take a dollop each year, just to check if
anything changed, but each year I am reassured that it does indeed repulse me.
But after dinner, as we recline and converse, you will never hear me say, ''Auntie,
those potatoes were delicious. And the turkey? So rich and moist - and the pies! But,
you know, that stuffing really could use some work." I do not expect my aunt to prepare
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a five-star, luxury meal for Thanksgiving. I do not expect every part to compete for
the title of "favorite food." My family celebrates Thanksgiving so we can spend time
together. The meal is a bonus. It might not be perfect in every detail, but it is perfect at
what it does. And that perfection-that limited, specific perfection- is what our culture neglects. We refuse to let ourselves celebrate, and we complain about the stuffing.

Self-defense
There is safety in criticism. To praise wholeheartedly is, in a sense, to love, and
as C.S. Lewis said, to love is to be vulnerable. When you say you like something, you
open yourself up to disagreement, you run the risk of others taking your precious album or painting and smashing it against their criticisms- in many cases, their valid
criticisms. Hiding behind irony or hedged statements is safer.
But why does one opinion require unanimity? Why do we insist on watering
down our appreciations and beliefs until others can palate them? Our tastes differ, our
fundamental assumptions about life vary-we cannot hope to find beauty that is not in
the eye of the beholder. Our culture might know the value of criticism, but on a broad
scale, we have forgotten the greater value of unqualified praise.
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THE EFFICIENT CAUSE
JOEL CREVIER

Earthen hope:
With roughness inlaid,
A foggy glass besmeared,
The
shrinking
of
a

world,
back
from
the
extended ego
dissolving
into
Tears
0 h what a bar set,
To miss the rung.
Potential incomplete.
The Actual beyond reach.
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Stephanie Kang, SPECTACLE, Performance art
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Victoria Haugen,
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James Li,

SUSHI FOR THE END OF THE WORLD,

Digital photography
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Ann Parkin,

CRYSTAL CAVE,

Digital photography
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BIRD IN THE KITCHEN
KATERINA PARSONS

Your eyes flutter open to milky darkness. You are curled tightly on your bed, left
arm flung across the other pillow. Your pillow is on the floor. You lift your hand and
move it thoughtfully, noticing the new lightness of the ring finger.
You sit up, blinking. The television set on your nightstand is blaring, something
with music and primary colors. It had been playing the news, something about a rain of
bullets or how to organize your closet and you had slept through scandals and break-ups
and advertisements for vacuum cleaners.
You reach out and turn off the television, slide your feet over the side of the
bed, and stare vacantly at the apple tree in your back yard budding pink. The warmth is
deceptive, you know. It's a false spring. Next week the thaw will break and the buds will
ice, and there won't be any apples come fall. You move stiffiy to your dresser drawers
and pull on a pair of pajama pants under your baggy T-shirt.
He wore shirts until they were rags) untilyou had to sneak them.from his drawer and cut them
into pieces you could use far dusting. But this one you wante~ because it was sqft and smelled like him.
He liked to see you in it. He turned back in the doorway and smiled that mornin£ when you were halfasleep. You blinked at him and smile~ arm thrown across the warm dent where his body had been as
you watched him walk through the door; down the hallw~ to the stairs.
Your steps are automatic. You thud down the stairs in iambs, jumping over the
creaky ones. You move through the kitchen, stepping over the pots and pans you haven't
put away, and open the refrigerator to stare inside. A head of lettuce browns in the icebox, and a bottle of ketchup nestles by a half-empty jar of pickles. The refrigerator is
dark, the light broken months ago. You let the door fall closed.
You walk across the room, stumbling over the pots again. You flip a switch and
the kitchen hums into fluorescent light. Yawning, you find a bag of grapefruits that have
rolled into the corner. You take a wrinkled one and slice it in half, working the knife
around each segment and listening to the birdchatter dimly through the windows.
He kissedyou on your head as you stirred the bubbling sauce. He couldn)t make toast without
burning it) and you don)t know how he lived without you. He praised you far your cooking until you
glowe~ and you liked to impress him: steak) lobster; scalloped potatoes drizzled with cheese. You ate
together at the table with the tablecloth laid out) and he placed his hand on yours and asked why pay far
a restaurant when your faod was so much better.
You bring a kettle to the faucet. Dishes fill the sink, and you move the stacks to
the counter to make room to fill the kettle. You look up, out the window, and see rows
of houses crouching quietly in the dimness. Down the street you see a doorway open
and a woman in a bathrobe rubbing sleep from her eyes. She hands a paper sack to a
man and he kisses her down the steps until she breaks away and waves like the mother
of a kindergartener, clutching her bathrobe closed. You stare, in a trance, as he climbs
into the car, and it dozes past your window, headlights blinking. Down the street the
doorway pulls closed.
It's the first warm day of spring. You set the kettle on the stove to boil and lift
the window, even though the screen was knocked out last summer and flies would buzz
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inside in swarms. But last summer's flies are dead, and the air outside is still and cool. A
breeze that smells like spring wafts in and you shiver as you sit at the counter with your
grapefruit.
You stare at a magazine crossword puzzle you had left half-done, then back up
to the window. Your next-door neighbor has a birdfeeder shaped like his house, and
brownish birds stuff themselves from the seeds that fall from the miniature eaves; they
chirp and coo plaintively and more birds swoop in, jostling for a place.
Spring was his favorite season. He)d pace inside like a caged animal over the winter month~
tossing baseballs in the air and catching them. He pitched on a local league) andyou were proud ef him.
He was strong. He pitched hard and straight and could pickyou up and throw you over his shoulder if
he wanteriyourfeet dangling,you breathless with laughing. Maybe he was too strong,· when he tagged a
runner out one game) somehow his arm broke into pieces andyou had to drive him to the emergency room
where they wrapped his big arm in a cast. For weeksyou worked his fork for him) washed his fingertip~
and scolded when he tried to play again too soon efter the cast came eff
The chirping of the birds drills through your head. One bird chatters while
another trills.
"Gone, gone, gone," sings another bird, and its aching call rises above the others
before melding back into the cacophony. You reach for the bag of sugar on the counter.
You pour it over your grapefruit until the sour fruit crunches.
Suddenly in a flash of brown you hear the thick, dry sound of thrashing wings.
A bird flies in through the open window. It careens around the kitchen as if drunk, and
the other birds' voices are drowned out by its frantic flapping. You stare. It dips and careens, looking frantically for an exit. In its disorientation it crashes into a stack of dishes
by the sink, scattering forks and cups and plates across the floor. A mug shatters.
He loomed overyou when you were cooking, trying to put his arms aroundyou. You were tired.
It was hot andyour hair was sweaty on your forehead. You shoved him and snapperi·you were sharper
than you meant to be. He took your arms and pushedyou)· you fell backwards into the pan on the stove
and red sauce ran scalding down your arm. You screamed and sudden{y he was gentle) kissing, soothing
you.
The bird in the kitchen begins to call. It is not birdsong, but birdshout, birdwail,
birdkeen. You begin to chase it, trying to shoo it out the window. You falter on a pot lid.
A mug shard pierces your foot and you cry out.
As you stoop, you hear a crash like a thousand tiny cymbals and pieces of glass
rain over your head and shoulders. The bird has flown into your lights and burst them.
You cover your face with your hands. You are unhurt, but the kitchen has stopped humming. It dims dawn-rose, apple-bud pink; and the bird plummets downward, one wing
limp. Blood drips over the kitchen, marking the oven, the cabinets. You are surprised by
how much blood there is.
The burn had bubbled red on your apple-blossom skin.
The bird chirps desperately. It rises to its feet, skidding on the ground, clawed
feet slick on the linoleum. It drags its wing and runs into the refrigerator.
It had been morning when he calledyou last.
You are surprised by how much sound the struggling bird makes. You are surprised by how easy it is to reach out and grab it, to feel its shivering body shake against
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the pressure of your fingers.
The bird's blood smears into the ruffled brownness of its feathers. You do not
lmow if it's a thrush, a sparrow, a wren. The bird beats its good wing and almost escapes. You grip it tighter.
There he stood in his ragged shirt) tossing balls in the air and hitting them at the Jenee. There
he sat beaming atyou over brealfast. He had a loud voice and big hands.
The bird is calling, calling, and you marvel at the smallness of its motions, at the
loudness of its voice, at the redness of the blood that stains your hands and t-shirt and
paJamas.
He turned back and smiled that morning.
You grip the bird by its ruffled neck and twist. With a tiny crack the room is
silent. A shaft of yellow sun breaks through the window.
Outside, a lawnmower sputters into growling. Steam rises as your kettle shrieks.
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OPAL SKY
LINNEA MCLAUGHLIN

Ceramic butter dishes and homemade bread,
Dried flowers in antique vases and milk in mason jars,
Handwritten letters and paper cranes,
These are the pennies of life.
Not worthless; treasures.
The little delights we dismiss and pass by
Because we are too important, to hurried or stressed.
Come, step inside the house.
Take off your shoes, stay awhile.
Baring your feet not only takes time,
but also vulnerability. Come.
Have you ever kneaded warm dough in the wintertime?
It is as soft and strong as soil in the spring.
And lmeeling to scrub the bathroom floor is not so different
from lmeeling to pray. Come,
The table is ready. Leave the dishes by the sink.
Later we can wash away the grease,
rinse our anxieties down the drain with a dose
of laughter that will make your abs hurt. Come.
There is music in the sloping floorboards,
the flowing curtains of this house; there is music
resting on every windowsill like the silt of dust. Hum
to the hissing of the heater, the rush of water in the mornings; hum
with the kettle as it bubbles up with joy.
Even the birds in the tree outside are jumping with reckless abandon,
repeatedly, eight at a time, like leaves in the fall
thisJanuary day.Jump. It doesn't matter
if you're scared or if you fall. If you get bruised
we'll pick you up. Jump. This is a safe place
to make mistakes.
Just come and see. There are secrets
of this house I will never explain.
Why there are glow-sticks in all the cupboards, for instance,
or leaves and a tin can hanging from this ceiling. I cannot tell you
where the crawl space above the toaster leads,
or whatever happened to the bat in the basement.
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You cannot lmow what song these thin walls whisper to each other,
what spark lights these candles before the sun has risen. And if I tried
to explain it to you, it would disappear
the way a stack of snowflakes - hooked like a chain-link fence disappears as soon as it is placed on the microscope slide,
and you are left with a nice gem of water, a small silver globe
smiling up at you innocently enough. I too
have tried to harness kaleidoscope shards of ice,
kneeling by the back door and scooping up
finger-fulls like icing off a cake. No, sometimes we are better off
cocking our heads at the collection of crystals on our fingertips,
smiling at their secrets concealed, and then
blowing gently. Like a bouquet of dandelions gone to seed
they will fly and spin, chasing each other across the backyard,
into the opal sky.
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INESCAPABLE
SARAH KUIPERS

Where can I hide.from you Lord? I grumbled to myself as I let my head drop into my
hands. My hair fell about my face like a veil. JiVhere can I flee your presence? I chewed my
lower lip and took a slow breath through my nose to keep my stomach from coming up.
So this is drunk) I mused.
The world around me swayed, reminding me of one of those spinning carnival rides. I had the same sick feeling in my gut now as I had then, only then it was
from salt-coated, ketchup-laden, deep-fried onion rings, not from really cheap red wine.
The queasiness fit all secondhand descriptions I had received about inebriation, but I
seemed to be lacking the usual cognitive symptoms.
JiVhy am I still thinking straight? I asked no one in particular, maintaining my intentionally slow breathing. Isn)t that what is supposed to go first in these situations? .i\{y ability to
think) to reason) and to 'make wise choices)? So why are my thoughts still so freakin) sober?
This sucks. I concluded; then stopped chewing on my lip. Well maybe I just think
Tm thinking straight. How would I know? Dreams make plenty of sense in the moment on!J seeming
illogical when one wakes up. These might well be drunk thoughts and I just don)t"You okay?" Chris asked, settling into the chair opposite me.
"I'm fine," I said. My voice came out too high and too loud. I sounded obnoxious even to myself, but then, it helped cover up the existential debate beginning in my
head. JiVhere can I hide) Lord?
I uncrossed my legs and set them apart to better stabilize myself Then I lifted up
my head and did my best to look Chris dead in the eye, as if to prove that I was sober.
But everything kept falling sideways so I reached for his half-finished drink, there on the
table between us.
''Anna?" he asked skeptically. He fingered the book he held and watched me
with a critical eye as I focused on swallowing and ignoring the taste of the god-awful,
cheap wine.
'Just read your psalm," I muttered. I wanted to cuss about it, to call it a "damn
psalm," or "f-ing psalm," but that still felt too sacrilegious to me, even with myself
this far gone. I could swear about the wine, about this f- ed up week, this shitty night,
and my screwed up life, but not about The Book. That might bring down His wrath, or
more likely at this point, bring up my stomach.
My face felt numb. I wondered how much more of this wine I'd have to drink to
pass out. The second bottle was close to running empty, and I didn't think my stomach
could handle much more on principle of volume alone. I had barely eaten today, in
hopes of speeding the process along. And yet, where was my escape now? Where was
my disconnect? Why was I still so god-damn sober?
Chris started to read, "Lord, you are the God who saves me; day and night I
cry out to you-" but I wasn't listening. My thoughts were loud and obnoxious, like
my drunk-voice, and it was hard to be aware of anything beyond them and the mutiny
underway in my stomach.
It figured that in a week like this, the one night I decided to try and get wasted,
24
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I would wind up drinking with a guy who puts a pause button on a conversation to say,
"That reminds me of a psalm I read, you know it?" I hadn't and he'd proceeded to go
look it up. And now, now I was stuck listening to him read scripture.
Gort won)tyou just let me be until morning? I moaned in my head. I had all tomorrow
free, plenty of time to sleep off whatever vengeful hangover awaited me. I could get
philosophical then. But not now. This hadn't been the plan.
"Your wrath lies heavily upon me; you have overwhelmed me with your waves.
You have taken from me my closest friend and-"
I swear; Gort ifs not like Tm planning on sleeping with him or anything. I won)t even kiss him)
rearty! So can)tyou just go awcry? I just reall:] really want to be taken out ef myself. Can)t you just let
me do that?
Chris carried on "- I am confined and cannot escape-."
I figured this was God saying, "Hell no; I'm not letting you be."
Or would God scry "heck)) not "helt?
My mind skidded off as Chris read on.
Where can I go) Lord? Why can)t I hide? Tm making my bed in the depths----thafs how the
psalm goe~ right? Yetyou keep on finding me) I accused. This is premeditated intoxication) far God)s ...
your ... sake) so wf?y are you still here God? I flee) I run) I pull a Jonah and go the other W(0), but fail
to reach my desired Sodom and Gomorrah. You send a whale to swallow me up and puke me back in
Nineveh) where I try to join in the revelry, only to find them more devout than 1
I knew I was mixing all the stories up, and it made me even angrier; not that I
was confusing things, but that I was still sober enough to realize my mistake and care. I
wanted to be drunk enough to not give a rat's ass about the biblical inaccuracies of my
thoughts.
The psalm was still being read. I was not following its point, but the principal of
it being read made me feel even sicker than I already was. Maybe I'd go vomit up Jonah
now.
My eyes ranged the table for my glass in hopes of filling it with some more of
the wine. Then sadly, I noted that the bottle had been drained.
We have no more wine. I frowned.
"Here," Chris said and put a glass into my hand.
I had sunk so far into myself I had failed to notice that he had finished the psalm
or that he had stood. I jumped, a few moments too late, and he gave a short laugh at
my disorientation. I took hold of the glass and quickly swallowed a gulp of its contents,
then looked at him in confusion as the liquid slid down my throat.
"Water?" I said.
"Drink it," Chris insisted.
Drink and be filled.
I drained the cup then held it out.
"I'm still thirsty."
Everyone who drinks this water will be thirsty again. You need living water.
Somewhere in the haze of my thoughts, a better-versed version of myself from
a childhood of rote-memorization was being a right pain in my ass.
Chris went to the kitchen and refilled the glass.
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Yes this water will leave me still thirsty. It will not well up in me as its own spring. And I don't
really care, I decided. So, leave it be and leave me be.
I glared at the book that Chris had left on the chair, as if it were personally responsible for the scripture contaminating my thoughts.
Besides, I'm no Samaritan woman on her fifth-or was it sixth?-guy. Sure Chris ain't my
boyfriend, sure I'm all the same drinking on his couch, but willyou just let qjJ God? Just let me drink
and be apartfrom reality?
A plate clattered onto the table in front of me. On it was a single slice of buttered toast. I raised an eyebrow and looked up at Chris.
"What am I, some kid home sick with the flu?"
"You look like you're going to be sick."
I couldn't deny that and so I ate the toast, paying no mind as Chris left the
room- to where, I did not care. I had just finished the toast and made final confirmation, after a careful inspection of the first and second bottles, that there was no wine left
to go with my bread. From behind me, I heard the door to the hall swing closed.
Just then, something knocked me in the head, and I looked dumbfounded at the
lumpy pillow now lying beside me on the couch. Chris laughed again at my delayed
reflexes and dropped some blankets down next to me.
"You should get some sleep," he said.
"Can't you just drive me home?''
In all my premeditation of the evening, I had figured he would drive me home,
even if I did manage to reduce myself to a semi-conscious stupor. I had imagined he
would shake me awake, walk me to the door, help me into his car, drive me to my building, and then walk me up to my apartment door. That was the kind of guy I figured
Chris for-- too prudish to let me stay the night and thus the safest cohort for this whole
misadventure. Yet here lay a pile of blankets and a pillow.
''Anna, it's nearly morning. I'm too tired to drive. I'll wake you in a few hours
and then get you home. You said you had nothing going on tomorrow, right?"
I nodded and returned to chewing my lip.
"Wake me if you need anything. And don't throw up on my couch .... Now if
you'll excuse me, I'm exhausted." He left to his room.
I took a slow deep breath-again mostly for the sake of my stomach, but also to
settle myself into the idea. I fluffed up and positioned the pillow, then slumped sideways
as I pulled one of the blankets over myself
But even horizontal, with the world wobbling like a wave pool around me, I was
undeniably wide-awake. I ran my fingers over the blanket's threads and tried to puzzle
out if they were crocheted or knit.
You knit me together in my mother's wombI looked at the book still sitting on the chair and glared daggers into it in an attempt to shut it up.
"I'm trying to sleep," I hissed under my breath. But my brain would not let it
be, it was trying to remember the phrasing of that psalm. Where can I hide or was it where
can I flee? Yet you are there? Alwqys there, even when I don't wantyou to be.
I sat up and stumbled my way over to the chair, grabbed the book, and returned
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to the couch. The light was still on, but the words were still hard to puzzle out. They
danced across the page and after flipping through the psalms for a bit, I turned to the
concordance in the back. I figured presence was a good unique word to find. And there it
was, "Psalm 139:7, Where can I flee your p?" I flipped to the book's middle.
Before I knew it, I got caught up. I'd forgotten how much was in that single
psalm. I could have sworn the "knit together" bit was a psalm unto itself, but it was
mixed in with the one that had started haunting me when Chris first went for the book.
I got to the end and started again, and tried to remember what psalm it was Chris had
been reading. I couldn't recall.
Somewhere amid my searching, I must have slipped off because I awoke in the
morning facedown on an open page. Thankfully, I hadn't drooled all over his Bible.
I stretched and looked at it curiously. "Psalm 139: 18, When I awake, I am still
with you." How very od~ Go~ thatyou wouldfollow me so.
And I decided I didn't mind, and indeed, it was a comfort.
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UNTITLED
JUSTIN MAJESTICH

desire (smalU

1 I lay like falling rain
and in the most feminine shape 2 take
me up in your dreams
3 the transfiguration
of my breasts
I love a quiet love like the tampering of rain on tar paper
like the softness of your footfalls arriving at night like
a darkening

4 press your figure to
the water 5 now touch
my forehead 6 why
don't you run your two
fingers down the arc
of my nose 7 I'll blind
myself 8 I won't watch
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GRANDIOSE CATASTROPHE
KRISTOPHER ZASADIL

My hands are too small. It's the first thing I notice beyond the instinctual feeling
that something was wrong. My thoughts are being squeezed through a tube and my soul
feels crammed into a vessel too small for it.
The fingers on my miniscule hands twitch as I move my consciousness into
them. Confusion raises the mercury in my brain. I am frightened, but unable to say a
word. Unable to open my eyes.
I try to take stock of the rest of my body. It is too compact, a Tupperware container overflowing with the meat of me; it couldn't keep hold of my entire essence.
This isn't my body.
The thought comes and it rings with truth. This isn't me. My bones are curved
and holding my organs like infants in their mother's strong arms. There is a weight, a
formidable weight, on my chest that moves with every terrified, shallow breath I take.
Slowly, I can hear the breaths as they wheeze past my ear. They are high-pitched.
It's unexpected and it sends me spiraling further into fear and discontent.
I am not where I should be. I am not who I should be. My memories are dull,
unfocused. I can't find reason, that high, almost unattainable good, within them. They
are just swarms of siclmess, envy, sin.
There is a dank, moist scent to the air. Almost mildew. Almost mold. But not
quite. Because above it and mingled in the scent's very crux is a vein of antiseptic.
My head hurts.
I am lying down but I am not tired. My eyes are closed but I am not asleep. I am
a frightened animal clawing at the dirt and snorting at the bars that enclose it. I am in
a cage of flesh and bone and blood. I used to be free. Feral. But now I am chained by
the shackles of corporal existence.
I wet my lips with my tongue. Even that simple motion doesn't feel right.
"Hello?" Tentative voice to my left.
I moan and claw at the sound, an intrusion into my self-examination. Only
when I struggle do I realize that I am fettered to whatever slab I am laying on. Why
must they make me doubly imprisoned? Is not this body enough?
There is a wolf circling the territory of my mind. He's impatient. He longs for
blood and penance. Retribution for the cosmic mistake that brought me here.
"Ophelia?" The voice again. "Can you understand me?"
That can't be my name. No, that's wrong in every corner of my body. The very
marrow of my bones cries out at the pure sickness that simple name conjures inside me.
But what then is my name? Surely, I know it. How could I possibly exist without one?
Adam gave names to even the lowly animals.
I try to make a sound. But it flows through a medium that is not the sound of
my voice. It's squealing. Shrieking. Pealing into the darkness of my mind. It cracks and
grinds to a halt.
Slowly, my eyes open.
He's standing beside me. I can't recognize him. His eyes keep changing color.
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Everything around him keeps spinning. My stomach does something awful and acid is
creeping up my throat. Choking on it, I cough and sputter.
He touches the hand that is not my hand and makes comforting noises. I find no
comfort in them and for reasons unexplained, that worries me.
There are tears glistening on his face. He begins to tell me how he loves me and
has always loved me and how now that I am here we're going to be wed once and for
all and life will be perfect and, oh, Ophelia, you are so pretty.
So far as I know, this is the first time I've met a homosexual. I didn't think it was
possible for men to get married or to love another with such intensity. He was crying
over the depths of his desire for me. He was touching me, my face, my hands, as though
he was blind and had to map the contours of my body.
"Who are you?" I croaked. I was shocked at my voice. It was high and innocent,
but scarred by a slight rumble of gravel.
The room begins to stand still and his eyes become a fixed green. He looks
stricken by my question, as though I had taken a knife and turned it like a key in the
lock of his guts.
He tells me he is a doctor, a healer. He says that he has saved me from mortality.
I am a Christ, he assures me, crucified by disease and then brought back to life by his
nimble hands.
He is anxious. He wants me to understand. He wants me to recognize him. But
I can't. The creature he has called forth from the grave is not his Ophelia.
"You," I begin. My voice, I can now identify, is feminine, lilting. "You destroyed
me."
He is a cruel Fate, this doctor. His love scalds me, burns me. He placed me
somewhere I didn't belong and he expects me to lift my lips to his and find my source
of goodness inside him. But I can't fit here. My flesh constricts me. I can't breathe and
I can't think and my heart is racing.
"Stop," I say.
"Put me back," I say.
"Give me my real body," I say.
"God help me," I say.
God help me.
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A TREATISE ON THE HUMAN
CONDITION AT AGE 1 9
JONATHAN LIN

Age only a number, concern far from the corner
Fleeting hearts, springing ardor, we learn
to bounce like particles spread asunder
"Felicity's the only way!", its proclaimed
as exhilarant toodle-oos gather in the square
and screech and pout and piss everywhere
On the scaffold they strut off all care
Then romp with gargoyles inside the lair
They are the three kings andJesus's not there
In the cradle, in Golgotha, or the county fair
What evil begets good?
How are trials godsend?
We can either smile or grieve to no end
So like Kerouac they flit for moments
And find truth in excitement
Desires casting off all fear
But there are a few, like you and I
that know in the hell between our eyes
No truth exists but empty layers
Wafer-thin, defiled with tears
Melancholia brings pride, I am excited to despair
But we're not that different, it turns out
From the masses burning in the flare
So come! This night is exuberant
and we are tenacious
Slit the sutures and sound the trumpets
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THE DAZE
LAURA AHRENS

there was the morning
overeager teeth like chopsticks
spilling in the plains of my auricles
there was the afternoon
sisters, water particles
there was that gloaming pill
120 minutes of my life evaded
two days i became skeletal
mesmerized by nonexistence
there was the night
lips upright through gritty spills and erratic
fraternization
empty. ..
search me cleanse me convert me resurrect
me
empty.
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A BELL TOWER
LEAH JONKER

"You dirty dog!" I screamed after him. His back was turned, but I lmew
he was smiling that lopsided, mischievous smile -- that smile that dimples
his left cheek when he won't tell me his secrets.
"Tell me!Just tell me where we're going!" I laughed under my breath,
running after him, and we skipped into the night, down the dark, shadowy alley and past the cemetery -- past the cemetery where the old
abandoned bell tower stands tall above the city. Up we went to the tippytip-top, following a spiral of woven steel and copper, and all along he kept
silent.
"You're starting to scare me,Jack. What's up there?" And though I hated
him for his secrets, despised him for his quietness, and though I wanted
so badly to punch the truth out of him, slap that pretty face till his lips
leaked, I loved him. I loved his eyes, those dark blue oceans -- dark as
the far depths where bristlemouths and viperfish swim. And I loved
him even when he covered my eyes with his hands, blinding me into
further darkness. I loved him in all his mystery because he never kept
his secrets beyond what my patience and trust could handle. Past the
cemetery, towering over all the city stood that old abandoned bell tower
where he took his hands from my eyes and said, "For you."
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BENEATH THE SURFACE
JOELLA RANAIVOSON

I want to go on a hike; a long, blistering, rugged, torturous, thrillingly wonderful
hike that will leave my mind and body tougher than it was before. I've noticed again
how many writers have been utterly enthralled by the vast elusiveness of nature which
has turned their wills to exploring it, conquering it- or rather, themselves when they
survive the force that is nature. Thoreau had Walden. Cheryl Strayed, the Pacific West
Trail. But a critical factor that has hampered my progress into self-imposed retreat from
the 'people-world' and immersion into nature: my lack of a will for it. I am neither frustrated enough with the 'civilized world' to abandon it. Nor do I have a grief so debilitating that I would wrench myself from my surroundings in search of resolution and inner
peace. I want the unrestrained beauty of nature alive only in terrain un-encroached by
humans' civilizing influence, and I want the ordered beauty of a hand-planted garden.
It seems to me these people were motivated for, driven toward nature in a way I don't
fully comprehend. But what I do have is a yearning to once again witness God's creation in a state unchanged by human willfulness, even as I reside among artfully-lovely
landscaping. Papua New Guinea's color-streaked sunset skies, I miss. The Indian Ocean
glimmering at daybreak, I miss. The Great Rift Valley in a fading morning fog, I miss.
Maybe it's not a hike I need, but a return to where I've been.
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NOVEL IN 13 WORDS OR LESS

KYRIC KONING

All Herbert's interactions with women were physicalthey slapped him.

LAUREN BOERSMA

Oedipus' greatest strength wasn't quite clear,
but his greatest weakness was a parent.

SARAH KUIPERS

She found the flying moose
hovering in the living room, again.

TK MAST

Fisher of men,
but dates what the cat drags in.

ANNEKE ESSENBURG

Found at the airport in unattended baggage:
live pigeon and one hundred mustard packets.
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RETAINER
SABRINA LEE

a retainer was left outside the French department.
come and claim it, please.
because teeth are probably missing it,
not knowing where to root down, like lost sheep
floundering in the muck,
the snow melt.
once, my aunt stepped on a dead sheep, thinking
it a rock that might help her cross a river.
the body bobbed down the tongue of water.
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UNTITLED
SABRINA LEE

when my brother slid into home, he stubbed his toe pretty badly,
and by the next week, half of his toenail fell clean off. no blood,
but no nail either. he grinned when he showed me the empty
bed while I was eating cherry-red ice cream. we grinned when
we heard our mother cry and hit the fake fly on the window;
it didn't die. she and he grinned when I found that half toenail
on my pillow. it lay, semi-translucent, like a down-to-earth moon.

UNTITLED
ALEX WESTENBROEK

Hello, Diary
I have discovered your secrets. I picked you up after your Keeper forgot you on
the bus, and I've read every glitter-crusted love note, every misspelled rant. I've
photocopied your pages, dear Diary, and tattooed them on my wall-all your
.
.
memones are mine now.
Do you feel violated, all your contents blinded and re-pasted with cheap
toner? Don't. You should feel treasured; I've dedicated my home to you. I've
multiplied your memories and hoarded them in albums, in boxes, in crannies
beneath my floorboards. I've preserved your print, genetically enhanced and
blown up-mummifying these canvas corridors. You should be grateful for this
mausoleum; hell, it beats an unmourned coffin next to baggies of baby teeth.
For, dear Diary,
we all need to be cherished.
Yours, anonymous
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TAYLOR SWIFT: IT'S NOT LOVE
JOELLA RANAIVOSON

Country music is stories set to melodies. In middle and high school, I delved into
country music. Carrie Underwood, Faith Hill, Shania Twain, and Martina McBrideI especially loved the music of these women of country music. Carrie Underwood was
my favorite. I loved her music for her voice- a clear, full soprano that sang with emotion and conviction. Not living in the United States, I didn't experience the baggage
of historical, cultural, and racial divides in country music that became more apparent
when I came back to the U.S. So, it was simply storytelling and melodies that I found,
cherished, and delighted in with country music.
I spent hours poring over the album covers of female country artists, reading
and learning the lyrics, and soon knowing them by heart and belting right along with
them in my bedroom, in the bathroom, in the stairwell. The melodic stories kept me
coming back; they fascinated me. And they were written so wrenchingly, so beautifully.
Among my favorites was Underwood's song of a mother-daughter relationship
changing when the daughter leaves for college in "Don't Forget to Remember Me," a
song that was lyrically and melodically irresistible to me. Her song about a person determinedly refusing to see her life pass her by in "Wasted" spoke in song form of some
lingering fears in my own heart. Her song of lament for a liar she still longs for in "I
Know You Won't" warned me at fifteen to beware of such a relationship. Finally, 'Jesus,
Take the Wheel" was a roadside prayer so earthy and real, at once a specific and universal experience, that it moved me from the very first time I heard it, and I have loved
it ever since.
As much as I loved Carrie Underwood's music, there was a gap. I was only fifteen and sixteen at the time. Thoughts of leaving home for college were far off on the
horizon. I did feel a pressing urgency about time and I had a dreadful anxiety that I was
wasting my life, but I hadn't experienced a relationship where expectations had fallen
flat and caused me despair. Although Carrie Underwood's songs were a form of answer
and guide to my questions as I went along in high school, she was already a woman
singing about woman things. I was still a girl.
What I did know was the sometimes struggling, sometimes joyful affair that is
adolescence- of trying to find yourself, to figure out what you like and don't like, what
you hope for and what you dread, and especially what this thing called love is that has
seemingly enraptured everyone from your age onward. People, emotions, and relationships and their correlated dynamics were intriguing to me, and so I was curious about
love. But I didn't know very much about it.

***

I am one of four daughters, and we are all approximately eighteen months
apart. Growing up with that many adolescent females in one household, we had our
quarrels and silent treatments- the drama of sisters. But at a grander and far more
disorienting scale was the drama of high school. I was simultaneously fascinated and
confused by my friends' and classmates' self-entanglements in drama-filled relationships and unpredictable friendships. But any time any of the drama drew close to me,
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I removed myself from the situation. I hated drama. But I loved my friends. Our closeknit group of girls was like-minded and equally keen on drama-less living. We were as
enamored with Teen Vogue and Seventeen magazines as any other sixteen-year-old girls
were, but we kept a careful distance between our own circumstances and those we read
about in the magazines. It was one thing to read the Relationship sections in the magazines, another thing to listen to other friends' stories of hearts breaking and jerk boyfriends, and still another thing to go and let a boy treat you poorly. Still, looking back,
the dynamics of emotions and relationships were prominent in those formative years.
Then I came upon Taylor Swift.
I vaguely remember someone telling me, "If you like Carrie Underwood, you'll
like Taylor Swift." At my first listen, I wasn't too impressed;! was a singer, you see, so I
emphasized vocal ability. I didn't hear anything particularly impressive in Taylor Swift's
singing voice. But then, in my room, I put her album on repeat a few times. Getting
beyond my initial misgivings about her singing ability (what's different about it?), I read
her lyrics in her CD's album cover as I listened.
I was enthralled.
This girl, only a year older than me, was capturing so accurately and perfectly
the aching awkwardness and wonder of being sixteen and in high school. From cool
kids you don't hang out with, to best friends, to boys who don't look your way, to the
longing to be in love. Swift's confessional lyrics made her songs like a girl's diary entries.
In my junior year, two other girls with whom I had been close the previous year
and I passed among us a communal journal. Our friend groups and paths had diverged
since the last year and we didn't encounter one another much anymore, but we still
wanted to know each other. So, we took to writing our hearts and our experiences onto
the pages of this journal for each other to read because we weren't doing it in person
any longer. Disastrous relationships, the longing for independence and the desire to fit
in, a breaking heart, confusion and disillusionment, hope, and poems -- these filled the
journal.
Taylor Swift's songs could have taken a page out of any part of this journal.
It was as if her lyrics had been based on the contents of our emotions and experiences, giving voice to them even as we were living through it. She could have been one
of my friends at school. She knew it and captured it so well: what we were experiencing,
what we were learning, why things were so hard and so good at the same time- because she was going through it all, too.
The song from her first album that cinched me as a Taylor Swift fan was "Tim
McGraw," where she tells the story of a summer love that ends when he leaves town:
September saw a month ef tears
and thanking God thatyou weren't here
to see me like that. But in a box beneath my bed is a letter thatyou never read
from three summers back.
A year earlier, I had written a note to a friend but never gave it to him. Then he
left for a university in Australia. I kept the note in a shoebox in the back of my closet.
Then I heard "Tim McGraw."
Taylor Swift's gift is in writing songs that capture the essence of being a young
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woman figuring out all of her own (and others') foibles, especially in regards to relationships. Swift was writing from a common experience of young girls the world over (I was
in Kenya, after all). And she named names, calling out boys who did her wrong, who
ignored her, and whom she liked. I remember feeling strangely empowered by this, that
I too, could write songs and make them pointed and personal. I wrote songs like I wrote
poetry, but I didn't believe in myself enough yet to play them publicly. Seeing Taylor
doing it well let me believe that I could do it well, too.
In addition to her songs, the public image she has of being a purely normal and
grounded girl was refreshing. She is a "good girl" and unabashedly tells the entire world
so. By this, she made it alright for every good girl watching her to be herself, too. I know
I was grateful for a singer who would "rather sit at home and bake on a Friday night
than go to parties." 1
Then and now, her songs aren't sexually-laden or expletive-strewn like her musical counterparts' 2, and she writes honest and confessional lyrics that give voice to the
experiences of young girls. Her signature outfit at the start of her career was a sundress
with cowboy boots, and still, she chooses not to dress "sexy"2. She relishes all things
sparkly and feminine. She loves her family, especially her mother, for whom she wrote
"The Best Day." She exudes enthusiasm and thankfulness in interviews and is bubbly
and ever-grateful to her fans whom she identifies as her friends. Finally, she's managed
to trademark a "shocked Taylor Swift face" from her numerous award nominations and
wins over the last six years. All of these have pinned her in the eyes of girls and their
mothers as a down-to-earth, relatable, and wholesome role model.
As I finished high school, Swift released her second album, Fearless, and I left
home for college. When she released her third album, Speak No~ I was in my second
year at Calvin College.

***

In the time between high school and college, something had changed.
I would listen to her albums, sure that inspiration and affirmation would come
as it did when I was sixteen. But it didn't. I would sit clicking through the track lists of
her three albums, looking for something that matched and expressed what I needed
voicing through song. But it wasn't there. I became restless and discontent with her
music.
Soon, I became disillusioned with Taylor Swift-her music, her songs, her message. I didn't quite understand what had changed in me or in her that I didn't love her
music as I did before. So, I began to evaluate her songs, her lyrics, and her message.
Swift's subject matter is, simply put, about boys. Love and relationships are the
broader category about which she writes and sings. I realized my discontent with her
music was that I found it lacking in deeper substance, truer meaning, and harder truths
than first crushes, blushing attraction, and disappointed hopes in a guy.
At sixteen, although I was emotionally and psychologically involved in my own
life and the lives of my friends, I was still well aware of the fact that there were greater
and far more consequential things going on in the world than me or my friends or the
boy who I thought was cute. At nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, and now, twenty-two,
this awareness has only increased; so, Swift's songs dishing on the woes of unrequited
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feelings as told from a viewpoint little changed from that of a high-schooler's suddenly
became irksome, dissatisfying, and insufficient. Swift was a year older than me, yet she
was still writing songs about the same things as when she was in high school. But neither
she nor I were in high school anymore.
In my second year of college, when Speak Now was released, I was studying the
doctrine of God and the Incarnation, learning of diversity and inequality, reading the
poetry of T.S. Eliot, and studying World War I-these world-view altering endeavors.
At this time too, I was myself learning what love is. But it was the transforming kind,
the wrenching kind, the leave-you-in-the-pits kind. And Taylor Swift's portrayal of love
as a high school affair just wasn't cutting it anymore. I lmew better, I lmew deeper.
What she names as love, the ubiquitous theme threading through all of her
songs, including this lyric:
I can)t help it if you look like an angel
can)t help it if I wanna kiss you in the rain so)
come feel this magic Pve been feeling since I metyou
can)t help it if there)s no one else
Mmm) I can)t help myse!j
glorifies a simply emotional experience as love. This is not love, but rather attraction,
infatuation, desire.
Of course, these are all intrinsically tied up in love and relationships, but for
Swift to convey these as love is to misconstrue and mislead the millions of girls taking
their cues on love and relationships from her. The subject matter of her songs being
labeled "love" teaches girls, especially younger ones, that the emotional rush, anticipation, and anxiety of being attracted to a boy constitutes love, or equally grave, a relationship, in all of its complexity. This simply isn't true.
I realize Taylor Swift, the woman, recognizes that relationships are confusing,
complex, and integral parts of our being human. But I was a sixteen-year-old girl singing her lyrics like an anthem right along with her and her other fans.
So this is the bone I pick with Taylor Swift for her music: she readily admits that
love fascinates her and is the muse for her creativity and music. But she also insists that
a boyfriend is something she does not need3 • I would argue that her songs say otherwise.
The subjects of the overwhelming majority of her songs are boys: ex-boyfriends, wouldbe boyfriends, or current boyfriends, and the emotions and experiences they have elicited.
The glorification of romantic love as the fulfillment of a girl's life is the expectation built through her repertoire of songs. But this expectation is false and misleading.
Swift seems to know this intrinsically- hence her insistence on not needing a boyfriend. But if this is the case, then her singing and speaking voice are conveying conflictmg messages.
I am now six years removed from when I first discovered and loved Taylor
Swift's music at age sixteen. For the rest of my life I will look back fondly on her songs
for their poignant mark on my adolescent years. But my understanding of love has
deepened since. Even though I am still young, I know now that love is beyond heartfluttering sensations and nervous hand-holding on first dates. It is a choice and action
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and compromise, and it doesn't always feel mysterious and wrenching or romantic and
ravishing. Love is more substantial than that, and it is sacred, too.
Hence, my wish, what I would implore of Taylor Swift- that she would use her
voice to tell of a love that sacrifices and seeks and serves, of real love, a love beyond
merely feeling. Because millions are listening.

Notes
du Lac, J. Freedom. "Her Song: Talking Taylor Swift." The Washington Post. The
Washington Post Company, n.d. Web. 28 Feb. 2008.
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SILVER MAPLE
ALEX WESTENBROEK

I don't mind a few nails, or nicks of skin
kicked off in your afternoon ascent. I'm
rugged and thick, and I don't fall into
troubles like you do. I shrug off abstract
frets like pain, anxiety, loneliness. I only
speak the earthy language of am. While you
hurdle days, I break decades on my gnarly
knee and kick back. I clutch soil between
toes and have a cool drink. It's amazing
how unbreakable it is to relax-to feel
the flow of earth and sun. So put down
your rake and have a seat on my shoulders.
I'll even filter the light for you while you rest.

IN LIGHT OF TRAGEDY
ZACH KENNEY

In light of tragedy
My heart burns
Out.
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